Incoming Feeds tab
Overview
Use this tab to conﬁgure the global options for incoming rss feeds.
To Access
From the Feeds Admin page, click the Incoming Feeds tab.

Related Topics
RSS Conﬁg
PluginRSS

Option

Description

Default

Fetch page content from
incoming feeds

Page content from the source will be fetched before sending the
content to the generators.

Disabled

Tracker for articles

Have a tracker to supplement article information

Disabled

Tracker ID of tracker for
articles

A tracker for articles must contain an "Articles" ﬁeld

None

Index article info in tracker
item

Sets whether the article info should be indexed in the tracker item.
This automatically sets the article ﬁeld to read-only and sets up
categorization synchronization between articles and tracker items.

Disabled
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